Abstract: In this paper, we conduct research on the computer network performance optimization approaches based on distributed system with the cloud computing environment. The information age, network is everywhere, increased, but the network speed is not enough. Blame the reason, on the one hand, to speed up the network construction, on the other hand, in actual use and construction should pay more attention to improve the performance of network problems. Computer network performance problem is very complex and important, as hundreds of thousands of the computers connected together, often appear unable to predict the result of complex interactions, this complexity to cause a decline in network performance and often difficult to determine why. There are very few in the actual use of basic theory of or system as this article explores many issues related to the network performance, so as to comprehensively and systematically understands what performance problems in computer network and how to solve the performance problems and from their own experience gained from practical experience, some real examples, points out the key of the problem. Further research plan and schedule are also discussed with final conclusion in the final part.
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1. Introduction

Today's information society will become a huge number and the information circulation highly developed information processing society. For the large-scale, many features of information, we should not only meet all kinds of high speed, efficient computing ability, more to be processed information, we should not only meet all kinds of high speed, processing society. For the large-scale, many features of the information circulation highly developed information technology and communication technology, as well as the basic principle of transmission, as use mathematical theory to describe and measure method of information, mainly studies the nature of the information, research how to control problem of transmission science. Information theory and cybernetics are research information, systems and control of network information. Study information network safety control system from the general angle of cybernetics research information network safety primary control structure, service, mechanism and technology, describe information network safety from the perspective of the information theory and the control efficiency. In the later sections, we will propose new computer network performance optimization approaches based on basic distributed system with the cloud computing environment and the related theories.

2. Cloud Computing Environment

Cloud computing service level is set depending on the type of service is service, with the computer network architecture in different levels of classification. Each level in the computer network to achieve a certain function, the certain correlation between layer and layer and the level in the cloud computing architecture can be divided, namely a hierarchy that can be individually complete a user request without the need for the other levels to provide the necessary services and support.

The emergence of cloud computing represents the computing power can also serve as a kind of goods through the Internet transmissions and general distribution, service providers will calculation, services and applications, as a kind of public facilities provided to the core user. Cloud computing has the ability to do this that is composed of the following a few core characteristics. (1) Users can use cloud computing services anytime and anywhere through the network to provide all kinds of computing resources and capabilities, in the aspect of infrastructure, platform, level, and the application of the specific level for personalized service. (2) Through the cloud services, users according to need to get some of relate virtual resources and computing power, rather than buying, save and maintain specific IT hardware or the software products. (3) When users in the use of the service is not need to know the
specific architecture of the cloud internal resources, service mode and geographic position, only need to interact with the service providers can access to general resources. In cloud computing, management process and calculation process are finished on the logic of virtual computing resources, without considering the difference between the physical resources environment in practice, more easy to management and the distribution. Its function is to can use the Internet to form an open platform for users, users can according to their own needs, in this platform of basic cloud computing provides mathematical calculations or on your own data information for conservation and utilization of operation [3].

3. The Distributed System

At present commonly used way to share data is set up a centralized database in the computer network, each node can access the database through a computer network, there are many shortcomings but the way such as large communication overhead, such as poor performance, usability, and difficult to manage. If in accordance with the requirements of data source and the scattered reasonable distribution in system, establish multiple databases in lieu of a centralized database, most of the data can be on-site access, and other resources in the database can be shared at the same time. Obviously this is more than just create a centralized primary database is more reasonable. Due to the distributed management has logical unity, is a whole different data to the user, the user need not care about data stored in where, where processing. On the contrary, the centralized management of data, to take in the central processor or storage device failure occurs when the risk of all visitors will be in trouble [4-5].

![Figure 1: Demonstration of the Distributed System](Image)

A distributed system is a kind of multiple processors. Each processor constitutes unified system via the Internet. System structure of distributed computing, namely the original system within the CPU processing task processor that can spread to the appropriate implement different functions of each processor coordinate with each other, while sharing the peripherals and software of the system. Compared with the centralized system, the advantages of the distributed system mainly reflect in the following. (1) With a strong scalability. Whether can scale easily, is closely related to the stand or fall of performance, to shrink and the expansion of a distributed system, high flexibility and extensibility. (2) The system has the ability to respond quickly. Distributed systems will be accepted by any of task assigned to all hosts dominated the parallel execution, so its response time is shortened greatly.

4. Network Performance Optimization

According to the specific analysis of the computer network, from physical network optimization, equipment optimization and safety optimization and detail optimization, technical optimization and so on aspects to discuss implementation of network optimization. We can adopt the method of network structure optimization and transmission medium optimization solution. The structure optimization is to minimize the node together, directly within the building set convergence layer, from the core to gather all the direct logic connection, the original in the middle of the active node is omitted. Network equipment optimization and this is according to the different network applications and network flow analysis based on his own decision update network equipment. On the premise of the rational utilization of the original equipment at the same time, the update software version and add new application module to optimize the network [6].

Technical aspects of the optimization are mainly from the perspectives of routing protocols, adjusted and optimized. Highly efficient routing protocol, general VLAN planning, reasonable IP geology can be divided into different extent, improve the speed and the overall performance of network. Among them the purpose of the routing optimization is to ensure that the network has good stability, scalability and fast convergence. Approach is to add less core routing entry in the routing table, to set up the routing policy and rules, which must be followed in data flow to achieve the purpose of the precise control of data flow and close the connection user network routing receiving and core routing switch pressure decomposition methods, etc.

5. Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct research on the computer network performance optimization approaches based on distributed system with the cloud computing environment. Computer network management system is a basic network management software system, it is network management workstation on the network activity monitor, collect various communication information within the network, and analyzes the information and make the necessary processing and other activities. Usually, the function of the computer network management mainly include: accounting management, fault management, performance management, configuration management and basic security management. In the several major management functions, the network fault management is one of the most widely implemented, it can use some of the feasible detection technology to determine the cause of the network failure and make the corresponding processing. The purpose of network management is to ensure network security, reliable and efficient operation of network resources can get reasonable allocation and effective use, so as to optimize the network performance to reduce the cost of network maintenance. Our research proposes the novel paradigm of the related issue that will enhance the general performance.
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